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MODULAR QUOTIENT VARIETIES AND SINGULARITIES BY THE CYCLIC
GROUP OF ORDER 2p
YIN CHEN, RONG DU† , AND YUN GAO
ABSTRACT. We classify all n-dimensional reduced Cohen-Macaulay modular quotient variety
A
n
F
/C2p and study their singularities, where p is a prime number andC2p denotes the cyclic group
of order 2p. In particular, we present an example that demonstrates that the problem proposed by
Yasuda [31, Problem 6.6] has a negative answer if the condition that “G is a small subgroup” was
dropped.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let F be an algebraically closed field of any characteristic and An
F
be the n-dimensional affine
space over F. Suppose a finite group G acts on An
F
, linearly but not necessarily faithfully. Then
the coordinate ring of the quotient variety An
F
/G is isomorphic to the invariant ring O(An
F
)G
which is the main object of study in Algebraic Invariant Theory. The groundbreaking theorem
which says that O(An
F
)G is always a finitely generated F-algebra, was proved by Emmy Noether
in 1926. Since then, the study on relations between the algebraic structure ofO(An
F
)G and the ge-
ometry of G onAn
F
has been occupied the central position in the invariant theory of finite groups;
see Campbell-Wehlau [6], Derksen-Kemper [10] and Neusel-Smith [20] for general references.
We say that the quotient variety An
F
/G is modular if the characteristic of F divides the order of
G; otherwise nonmodular. The affine spaceAn
F
could be regarded as a linear representation of G,
and we callAn
F
/G reduced if any direct summand ofAn
F
is not isomorphic to the one-dimensional
trivial representation of G. We also say that An
F
/G is a Cohen-Macaulay (Gorenstein, complete
intersection, hypersurface) quotient ifO(An
F
)G is Cohen-Macaulay (Gorenstein, complete inter-
section, hypersurface respectively). We use SingG(A
n
F
) to denote the set of all singularities in
A
n
F
/G.
SupposeAn
F
/G is nonmodular, i.e., the characteristic of F is zero or a prime p such that p does
not divide the order of G. The famous Shephard-Todd-Chevalley theorem says that SingG(A
n
F
)
is empty (i.e., An
F
/G is smooth) if and only if the action of G on An
F
is a group generated by
reflections; see Shephard-Todd [26] and Chevalley [9]. Noether’s bound theorem demonstrates
that any invariant ring O(An
F
)G can be generated by polynomial invariants of degree less than
or equal to the order of G; see for example Derksen-Kemper [10, Corollary 3.2.4]. Another
important result due to Hochster and Eagon asserts that An
F
/G is always Cohen-Macaulay; see
Hochster-Eagon [15].
For modular quotient varieties An
F
/G, the situation becomes to be worse and more compli-
cated. A theorem of Serre shows that if An
F
/G is smooth, then the action of G on An
F
is a group
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generated by reflections; see [24]. However, there exists a counterexample that demonstrates the
converse statement of Serre’s theorem is not feasible in general; see Campbell-Wehlau [6, Section
8.2]. Noether’s bound theorem and Hochster-Eagon’s theorem also failed to hold in the modular
cases; see Richman [22] and Campbell-Wehlau [6, Example 8.0.9]. For the low-dimensional
case, however, if n 6 3 then An
F
/G is always Cohen-Macaulay; see Smith [27]. Further, consid-
ering G=C4 acting on A4F regularly and char(F) = 2, Bertin proved that A
4
F
/C4 is factorial but
not Cohen-Macaulay, answering a question of Pierre Samuel; see [4]. For recent explicit com-
putations of modular Cohen-Macaulay quotient varieties, see Chen [7], Chen-Wehlau [8] and
references therein.
Motivated by connecting representations theory with crepant resolutions of quotient varieties,
the McKay correspondence (which, roughly speaking, reveals an equality between an invariant
of representations of a finite subgroupG⊂ SLn(C) and an invariant of a crepant resolution of the
quotient variety Cn/G) in characteristic 0 has been studied extensively; for example, see Batyrev
[2] and Batyrev-Dais [3] in terms of stringy invariants, Denef-Loeser [11] from the theory of
motivic integration, and Reid [21]. In 2014, Yasuda [30] studied the McKay correspondence for
modular representations of the cyclic group Cp of order p and calculated the stringy invariant
of the quotient variety via the motivic integration generalized to quotient stacks associated to
representations, leading to a conjecture of Yasuda [31, Conjecture 1.1] with a positive answer for
the modular cases of Cp. In particular, it was proved that the Euler characteristic of the crepant
resolution variety is equal to the number of the conjugacy class of Cp. In his notes, Yasuda [31,
Problem 6.6] asks whether this statement remains valid for any small subgroup G ⊂ GLn(C) in
the modular cases. Here a “small” subgroupGmeans G contains no any non-identity reflections.
Problem 1.1. LetG⊂GLn(F) be a small subgroup andY −→X =AnF/G be a crepant resolution.
Suppose char(F) = p > 0 divides the order of G. Is the Euler characteristic of Y equal to the
number of the conjugacy classes of G?
There are some works done on the McKay correspondence in the modular cases and for differ-
ent purposes; see Gonzalez-Verdier [13], Schröer [23], and Yasuda [32]. However, to the best of
our knowledge, no more results (even for finite cyclic groups) have appeared to answer Problem
1.1 except Yasuda’s work [30] on the cyclic groupCp.
The purpose of this paper is to study singularities in n-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay modular
quotient variety An
F
/C2p, where p is a prime number and Cm denotes the cyclic group of order
m ∈ N+. In particular, we will provide an example that demonstrates that Problem 1.1 has a
negative answer in the modular cases of C2p if the condition that “G is a small subgroup” was
dropped.
To make An
F
/C2p to be a modular quotient variety, we have the following three situations: (1)
char(F) = p= 2; (2) char(F) = p> 2; and (3) char(F) = 2 and p> 2.
For the first case we prove the following result.
Theorem 1.2. Let An
F
/C4 be an n-dimensional, reduced Cohen-Macaulay quotient variety in
characteristic 2. Then
(1) n 6 4 and An
F
/C4 is always a hypersurface;
(2) An
F
/C4 is smooth if and only if n= 2; in this case, A2F/C4 is isomorphic toA
2
F
/C2;
(3) SingC4(A
3
F
) A1
F
and SingC4(A
4
F
) A2
F
.
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For the second case, we prove that there always exists a reduced modular Cohen-Macaulay
quotient variety in each dimension n; and all reduced modular Cohen-Macaulay quotient vari-
eties can be realized via one of seven families of modular representations of C2p; see Proposi-
tion 2.3. This is the ingredient of classifying all two and three-dimensional reduced modular
Cohen-Macaulay quotient varieties; see Corollary 2.4. Furthermore, we describe all quotient
singularities and varieties in dimensions two and three as follows.
Theorem 1.3. Let An
F
/C2p be an n-dimensional, reduced Cohen-Macaulay quotient variety in
characteristic p> 2.
(1) A2
F
/C2p is always a hypersurface and SingC2p(A
2
F
) either is empty or consists of the zero
point;
(2) A3
F
/C2p is either a hypersurface or not Gorenstein.
We also prove that if n > 4 and An
F
is isomorphic to the n-dimensional indecomposable modular
representation ofC2p, then AnF/C2p is never Cohen-Macaulay; see Proposition 2.7.
For the third case, we prove that all reduced modular Cohen-Macaulay quotient varieties can
be realized through direct sums of finitely many 1-dimensional and at most two 2-dimensional in-
decomposable representations; see Proposition 3.1. We calculate the invariant ringO(A2
F
)C2p for
any reduced quotient variety A2
F
/C2p by giving explicit set of generators and relations between
these generators; see Propositions 3.2 and 3.5. As a consequence, the following result
Theorem 1.4. For any 1 6 i, j 6 p−1, F[Vi⊕Vj]C2p is Gorenstein if and only if i+ j = p.
together with Remark 3.7 gives rise to a classification of all reduced, two-dimensional modular
Gorenstein quotient varieties.
In Section 2, we consider the modular quotient varieties ofC2p in characteristic p and give the
proofs of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3. In Section 3, we study the reduced modular quotient
varieties of C2p (p > 2) in characteristic 2, emphasizing a characterization of 2-dimensional
modular Gorenstein quotient varieties A2
F
/C2p in Theorem 1.4. Section 4 contains a discussion
on the McKay correspondence in the modular cases (or wild McKay correspondence) and we
present an example to show the necessary of the assumption thatG is a small subgroup in Problem
1.1.
2. MODULAR QUOTIENT VARIETIES OF C2p IN CHARACTERISTIC p
LetW be a finite-dimensional representation of a group G over F. Recall that a non-identity
invertible linear map σ :W −→W is called a bi-reflection if the dimension of the image of σ−1
is less than or equal to 2. We say that G is a bi-reflection group on its representationW if the
image ofG under the group homomorphismG−→GL(W) is a group generated by bi-reflections.
Let F[W ] denote the symmetric algebra on the dual spaceW ∗ ofW . Choose a basis e1, . . . ,en for
W and a dual basis x1, . . . ,xn in W ∗. Then F[W ] can be identified with the polynomial algebra
F[x1, . . . ,xn]  O(A
n
F
). For a finitely generated graded subalgebra A ⊆ F[W ], let A+ denote its
maximal homogeneous ideal. The depth of a homogeneous ideal I ⊆ A+, written depthA(I), is
the maximal length of a regular sequence in I. In particular, we write depth(A) = depthA(A+).
We define def(A) := dim(A)− depth(A) to be the Cohen-Macaulay defect of A. Clearly, A is
Cohen-Macaulay if and only if def(A) = 0. In fact, the Cohen-Macaulay defect of A measures
how far A is from being Cohen-Macaulay.
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The following two results are extremely useful to decide whether a modular invariant ring is a
Cohen-Macaulay algebra.
Theorem 2.1 (Kemper [18]). Let W be a finite-dimensional modular representation of a finite p-
group P over F of characteristic p> 0. If the invariant ring F[W ]P is a Cohen-Macaulay algebra,
then P is a bi-reflection group onW.
Theorem 2.2 (Ellingsrud-Skjelbred [12] or Kemper [19]). Let G be a cyclic group with Sylow
p-subgroup P and W be any finite-dimensional modular representation of G over a field F of
characteristic p> 0. Then def(F[W ]G) =max{codim(WP)−2,0}.
Now we give a proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let C4 be generated by σ and V be any finite-dimensional indecom-
posable representation of C4 over F. It is well-known that V must be isomorphic to one of
{Vk | 1 6 k 6 4}, where dim(Vk) = k and Vk corresponds to the group homomorphism C4 to
GL(Vk) defined by carrying σ to the k× k-Jordan block with the diagonals 1; see for example
Campbell-Wehlau [6, Lemma 7.1.3]. More precisely,V1 is the trivial representation andV4 is the
regular one; V1 and V2 are not faithful meanwhile V3 and V4 are faithful. As AnF/C4 is reduced,
A
n
F
contains no the trivial representation V1 as direct summand. Thus there exist a,b,c ∈ N such
thatAn
F
 aV2⊕bV3⊕ cV4. This implies that the dimension of the image of σ −1 is a+2b+3c.
The fact thatAn
F
/C4 is Cohen-Macaulay, together with Theorem 2.1, forces a+2b+3c to be less
than or equal to 2. Hence, c must be zero and clearly, there are only three possibilities: (i) b= 1
and a= 0; (ii) b= 0 and a= 1; and (iii) b= 0 and a= 2. This proves n 6 4 and An
F
/C4 must be
isomorphic to one of {V3/C4,V2/C4,2V2/C4}.
Magma calculations show that the invariant ring O(V3)C4 = F[x,y,z]C4 is a hypersurface, min-
imally generated by f1 := x, f2 := xy+ y2, f3 := x2yz+ x2z2+ xy2z+ xyz2+ y2z2+ z4, and h :=
x2z+xy2+xz2+y3 subject to the unique relation: f 21 f3+ f1 f2h+ f
3
2 +h
2= 0.HenceO(V3/C4)
F[x1, . . . ,x4]/( f ) where f := x21x3 + x1x2x4 + x
3
2 + x
2
4. Note that characteristic of F is 2 and
SingC4(V3) = {e ∈A
4
F
| f (e) = 0 and rank( ∂ f∂x1 (e), . . . ,
∂ f
∂x4
(e)) = 0}. A direct calculation shows
that SingC4(V3) = {(0,0,a,0) ∈ A
4
F
| a ∈ F}  A1
F
. Similarly, as V2 is not a faithful represen-
tation of C4 and the image of C4 on V2 is actually isomorphic to the image of C2 acting faith-
fully on V2. Thus O(V2/C4) = O(V2/C2) and O(2V2/C4) = O(2V2/C2). These two invariant
rings have already been calculated in Campbell-Wehlau [6, Theorem 1.11.2] and [6, Theorem
1.12.1] respectively. Indeed, O(V2/C4) = F[x,y]C2 = F[x,xy+ y2] is a polynomial algebra and
O(2V2/C4) = F[x1,y1,x2,y2]C2 is a hypersurface, minimally generated by {xi,Ni := xiyi+y2i ,u :=
x1y2+ x2y1 | i= 1,2}, subject to the unique relation: u2 = x21N2+ x
2
2N1+ x1x2u. This yields that
A
n
F
/C4 is always a hypersurface. Clearly, V2/C4 is smooth and a direct calculation similar with
the case V3 applies for the case 2V2. Eventually we derive SingC4(2V2) A
2
F
. This completes the
proof. 
To accomplish the proof of Theorem 1.3, we suppose char(F) = p > 2 throughout the rest
of this section. Then C2p is isomorphic to the direct product of C2 and Cp. We have seen in
Alperin [1, pages 24–25] that up to equivalence, there are only 2p indecomposable modular
representations {V±k | 1 6 k 6 p} of C2p, where dim(V
±
k ) = k for all k. More precisely, for
1 6 k 6 p, V+k corresponds to the group homomorphism carrying σ to T
+
k , the k×k Jordan block
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with diagonals 1; and V−
k
corresponds to the group homomorphism carrying σ to T−
k
, the k× k
Jordan block with diagonals −1. Note that the orders of T+k and T
−
k are p and 2p respectively
for k ≥ 2. Thus all V+k are not faithful; and all V
−
k are faithful except for k = 1. Further, (T
−
k )
2
and T+k generate the same p-sylow subgroup P of C2p where |P| = p. Hence, the invariant ring
F[V−k ]
C2p can be viewed to be a subring of F[V+k ]
C2p via F[V−k ]
C2p ⊆ F[V−k ]
P
 F[V+k ]
C2p .
Proposition 2.3. Suppose char(F) = p> 2 and W is a finite-dimensional reduced modular rep-
resentation of C2p over F such that F[W ]
C2p is Cohen-Macaulay. If W is faithful, then it must
be isomorphic to one of {V+2 ⊕bV
−
1 ,2V
+
2 ⊕bV
−
1 ,V
+
3 ⊕bV
−
1 ,b1V
−
1 ⊕V
−
2 ,b1V
−
1 ⊕2V
−
2 ,b1V
−
1 ⊕
V−3 ,V
+
2 ⊕V
−
2 ⊕b1V
−
1 } where b ∈N
+ and b1 ∈N; if W is not faithful, then it must be isomorphic
to one of {bV−1 ,V
+
2 ,2V
+
2 ,V
+
3 } where b ∈ N
+.
Proof. AsW is reduced, we may suppose a2, . . . ,ap,b1, . . . ,bp ∈ N such thatW  a2V
+
2 ⊕·· ·⊕
apV
+
p ⊕b1V
−
1 ⊕b2V
−
2 ⊕·· ·⊕bpV
−
p . Note that C2p is generated by σ and P is generated by σ
2,
thus codim(WP) = dim(W )−dim(WP), whereWP = {w ∈W | δ (w) = w, for all δ ∈ P}= {w∈
W | σ2(w) = w}. Hence, codim(WP) = rank(σ2−1). Since the rank of σ2−1 on V±k is k−1, it
follows that the rank of σ2−1 onW is equal to a2+a3 ·2+ · · ·+ap · (p−1)+b1 ·0+b2+b3 ·
2+ · · ·+bp · (p−1). Since F[W ]C2p is Cohen-Macaulay, def(F[W ]C2p) must be zero. It follows
Theorem 2.2 that codim(WP) = rank(σ2−1)≤ 2, i.e.,
p∑
k=2
(ak+bk)(k−1) 6 2.
This implies that ak = bk = 0 for k = 4,5, . . . , p; and so a2 + b2 + 2a3 + 2b3 6 2. Clearly,
(a2,b2,a3,b3) must be one of
{(1,0,0,0),(0,1,0,0),(1,1,0,0),(2,0,0,0),(0,2,0,0),(0,0,1,0),(0,0,0,1)}.
Note that b1 is arbitrary; so if W is faithful, then it must be isomorphic to one of {V
+
2 ⊕
bV−1 ,2V
+
2 ⊕bV
−
1 ,V
+
3 ⊕bV
−
1 ,b1V
−
1 ⊕V
−
2 ,b1V
−
1 ⊕2V
−
2 ,b1V
−
1 ⊕V
−
3 ,V
+
2 ⊕V
−
2 ⊕b1V
−
1 } for some
b∈N+ and b1 ∈N; ifW is not faithful, then it must be isomorphic to one of {bV
−
1 ,V
+
2 ,2V
+
2 ,V
+
3 }
for some b ∈ N+. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 2.4. Let An
F
/C2p be an n-dimensional, reduced Cohen-Macaulay quotient variety
in characteristic p > 2. Then A2
F
/C2p is isomorphic to the quotient obtained from one of
{V+2 ,2V
−
1 ,V
−
2 }; andA
3
F
/C2p is isomorphic to the quotient obtained from one of
{V+2 ⊕V
−
1 ,V
+
3 ,3V
−
1 ,V
−
3 ,V
−
2 ⊕V
−
1 }.
Lemma 2.5. Let V1 be the one-dimensional irreducible nontrivial representation of C2 over F
of characteristic p > 2. Then F[3V1]C2 = F[x,y,z]C2 is Cohen-Macaulay but not Gorenstein,
minimally generated by {x2,y2,z2,xy,xz,yz}. Moreover, F[3V1]C2 is isomorphic to the quotient
algebra F[x1,x2, . . . ,x6]/(r1,r2, . . . ,r6) where r1 = x
2
4− x1x2,r2 = x
2
5− x1x3,r3 = x
2
6− x2x3,r4 =
x4x5− x1x6,r5 = x4x6− x2x5 and r6 = x5x6− x3x4.
Proof. Note that the generator of C2 sends x,y and z to −x,−y and −z respectively. Thus there
are no invariants of degree 1. By Noether’s bound theorem, F[3V1]C2 can be generated by invari-
ants of degree 2. Since x2,y2,z2,xy,xz,yz forms a basis of F[3V1]d and all are invariants, they
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minimally generate F[3V1]C2 . By Hochster-Eagon [15, Proposition 13] and Watanabe [29, Theo-
rem 1] we see that F[3V1]C2 is Cohen-Macaulay but not Gorenstein. Magma’s calculation proves
the second statement. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We first consider the two-dimensional case, assuming F[V+2 ] = F[2V
−
1 ] =
F[V−2 ] =F[x,y]. Since the image ofC2p onV
+
2 is P, it follows that F[V
+
2 ]
C2p =F[x,y]P=F[x,N(y)]
is a polynomial algebra, where N(y) := yp− yxp−1. Hence, V+2 /C2p is smooth. We observe that
F[2V−1 ]
C2p = F[x2,xy,y2]  F[z1,z2,z3]/(z
2
2− z1z3) and thus SingC2p(2V
−
1 ) consists of the zero
point inA3
F
. Moreover, F[V−2 ]
C2p = (F[V−2 ]
P)C2p/P  F[x,N(y)]C2 where the generator ofC2 sends
x to −x and N(y) to −N(y) respectively. Thus F[V−2 ]
C2p = F[x2,x ·N(y),N(y)2]  F[2V−1 ]
C2p .
Hence, SingC2p(V
−
2 ) also consists of the zero point in A
3
F
. This proves the first statement.
For the three-dimensional case we suppose {x,y,z} is the dual basis for the representation. By
Kemper [17, Proposition 16] we see that F[V+2 ⊕V
−
1 ]
C2p = F[x,N(y),z2]. Note that F[V+3 ]
C2p =
F[V+3 ]
Cp and the latter has been calculated by Campbell-Wehlau [6, Section 4.10]. Thus F[V+3 ]
C2p
is a hypersurface, generated by {x,d,NP(y),NP(z)} where d = y2 − 2xz− xy and NP(∗) de-
notes the norm of ∗. As F[3V−1 ]
C2p  F[3V1]C2 , it follows from Lemma 2.5 that F[3V
−
1 ]
C2p is
Cohen-Macaulay but not Gorenstein, minimally generated by six invariants subject to six rela-
tions among these generators. To calculate F[V−3 ]
C2p , we consider the subgroup P ofC2p and the
quotient groupC2p/P C2. We have seen that F[V
−
3 ]
P = F[V+3 ]
C2p = F[x,d,NP(y),NP(z)]. Since
the generator ofC2 fixes d, and sends x,NP(y),NP(z) to −x,−NP(y),−NP(z) respectively, there
exists a natural C2-equivalent algebra surjection:
ρ : F[x1,x2,x3,x4]−→ F[x,N
P(y),NP(z),d] = F[V−3 ]
P
carrying x1 to x, x2 to NP(y), x3 to NP(z), and x4 to d. Here F[x1,x2,x3,x4]C2  F[3V1]C2⊗F F[x4]
and we take x1,x2,x3 as a basis of (3V1)∗ dual to the standard basis of 3V1. SinceC2 is a linearly
reductive, ρ restricts to the following F-algebra surjection:
ρC2 : F[x1,x2,x3,x4]
C2 −→ F[x,NP(y),NP(z),d]C2 = (F[V−3 ]
P)C2  F[V−3 ]
C2p .
By Lemma 2.5, we see that F[V−3 ]
C2p is generated by
{d,x2,NP(y)2,NP(z)2,xNP(y),xNP(z),NP(y) ·NP(z)}.
Recall that NP(y)2 ∈ F[x,d,NP(z)]⊕NP(y) ·F[x,d,NP(z)]; see Campbell-Wehlau [6, page 77].
Hence, F[V−3 ]
C2p is minimally generated by {d,x2,NP(z)2,xNP(y),xNP(z),NP(y) ·NP(z)}. Sim-
ilar argument applies to the last subcase. Note that F[V−2 ⊕V
−
1 ]
P = F[x,N(y),z] and the gen-
erator of C2p/P carries x,N(y),z to −x,−N(y),−z respectively. Hence, F[V
−
2 ⊕V
−
1 ]
C2p is min-
imally generated by {x2,N(y)2,z2,x ·N(y),xz,z ·N(y)}. Therefore, Smith [27, Theorem 1.2],
together with Watanabe [29, Theorem 1], implies that F[V−3 ]
C2p and F[V−2 ⊕V
−
1 ]
C2p( F[3V1]C2)
are Cohen-Macaulay but not Gorenstein. 
We currently are unable to characterize all singularities SingC2p(V
−
3 ) even for the case p = 3
but we can find out some partial subset of singularities as the following example shows.
Example 2.6. Let p = 3 and v ∈ SingC6(V
−
3 ). Magma’s calculation shows that the invari-
ant ring F[V−3 ]
C6 = F[x,y,z]C6 is minimally generated by the primary invariants f1 := x2, f2 :=
xy+ xz+ y2, f3 := x2y2z2+ x2yz3+ x2z4+ 2xy3z2 + xy2z3+ xyz4 + 2xz5 + y4z2+ y2z4+ z6 and
the secondary invariants h1 := x3z+ x2y2+ xy3,h2 := x2yz+ 2x2z2+ xy2z+ 2xz3,h3 := x4yz+
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2x4z2+ x3y2z+ x3yz2+ x3z3+ x2y3z+2x2z4+2xy4z+2xy3z2+2xy2z3+ y5z+2y3z3, subject to
the following relations: r1 := f 21 h2+ f1 f
3
2 + 2 f1 f2h1+ 2h
2
1,r2 := 2 f
2
1 h2+ f1h3+ 2h1h2,r3 :=
f1 f3+ 2h22,r4 := 2 f
3
1 h2+ f
2
1 f2h2+ f
2
1 f3+ f
2
2 h3+ 2 f1 f2h3+ f
3
2 h2+ 2h1h3,r5 := f
2
1 f3+ f3h1+
2h2h3,r6 := f 31 f3+2 f1 f3h1+ f1 f3h2+ f
3
2 f3+2 f2 f3h1+2h
2
3. Thus there exists an F-algebra iso-
morphism from F[x1,x2,x3,y1,y2,y3]/(R1, . . . ,R6) to F[V
−
3 ]
C6 , which carries xi to fi, yi to hi, and
R j to r j, respectively.
We may assume that v= (a1, . . . ,a6) for all ai ∈ F, and suppose a1 = 0. As r1(v) = r3(v) = 0,
thus a4 = a5 = 0. If a2 = 0, then the fact that r4(v) = 0 implies a6 = 0; if a2 , 0, then the fact
that r6(v) = 0 does also imply a6 = 0. Thus v= (0,a2,a3,0,0,0). Since the rank of the Jacobian
matrix of the all ri at v is not equal to 3, we see that a2 = 0. Thus {v= (0,0,a,0,0,0) | a ∈ F} is
a subset of singularities. 
We close this section by proving the following result.
Proposition 2.7. For k ≥ 4, V±k /C2p are not Cohen-Macaulay.
Lemma 2.8. If k ≥ 2 and f ∈ F[V+k ]
C2p is any homogenous polynomial of positive degree, then
T−k ( f ) = (−1)
deg( f ) f .
Proof. Let α = diag{−1,−1, . . . ,−1} be the k× k diagonal matrix. Then T−k = α ◦T
+
k . Note
that α(xi) = −xi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Thus α(x
a1
1 · · ·x
ak
k ) = (−1)
a1+···+akx
a1
1 · · ·x
ak
k for any monomial
x
a1
1 · · ·x
ak
k . As f is homogenous, T
−
k ( f ) = (α ◦T
+
k ) · f = α( f ) = (−1)
deg( f ) f . 
Proof of Proposition 2.7. We suppose F[V+k ]  F[x1,x2, . . . ,xk]  F[V
−
k ]. Note that F[V
+
k ]
C2p =
F[V+k ]
P, where P is the cyclic group of order p, generated by T+k . Since the dimension of the im-
age of T+
k
−1 is equal to k−1, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that F[V+
k
]P is not Cohen-Macaulay
for k ≥ 4. Hence, V+
k
/C2p is not Cohen-Macaulay.
To show V−k /C2p is not Cohen-Macaulay, we let ℓ1 := x1, ℓ2 := x
2
2− x1(x2+2x3), ℓ3 := x
3
2+
x21(3x4− x2)− 3x1x2x3, and N(x2) := x
p
2 − x
p−1
1 x2. By Shank [25, Theorem 4.1 and Section
2], we see that ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3,N(x2) ∈ F[V
+
k ]
P and they are algebraically independent over F. Thus
{ℓ1, ℓ2,N(x2)} is a partial homogenous system of parameters for F[V
+
k ]
C2p . Moreover, we claim
that {ℓ1, ℓ2,N(x2)} is not a regular sequence in F[V
+
k
]C2p . In fact, note that p> 2 and ℓ3 ·N(x2)−
ℓ
p+3
2
2 ∈ (ℓ1)F[V
+
k ].Wemay assume that ℓ3 ·N(x2)−ℓ
p+3
2
2 = ℓ1 ·ℓ for some ℓ∈ F[V
+
k ]with deg(ℓ)>
0. Thus ℓ ∈ F(V+
k
)C2p ∩ F[V+
k
] = F[V+
k
]C2p , where F(V+
k
)C2p denotes the invariant field. This
means ℓ3 ·N(x2)− ℓ
p+3
2
2 ∈ (ℓ1)F[V
+
k ]
C2p , and
(1) ℓ3 ·N(x2) ∈ (ℓ1, ℓ2)F[V
+
k ]
C2p .
To accomplish the proof of the claim, we need to show that ℓ3 is not in the ideal (ℓ1, ℓ2)F[V
+
k ]
C2p ,
i.e., the image of ℓ3 in the quotient ring F[V
+
k ]
C2p/(ℓ1, ℓ2)F[V
+
k ]
C2p is not zero, which together
with (1) will imply that the image of N(x2) in F[V
+
k ]
C2p/(ℓ1, ℓ2)F[V
+
k ]
C2p is a zerodivisor. We
use the graded lexicographic monomial order with x2 > x1 > x3 > x4 > · · ·> xk and use LM( f )
to denote the leading monomial of a polynomial f . Assume by way of contradiction that ℓ3 =
ℓ1 f1+ ℓ2 f2 for some f1, f2 ∈ F[V
+
k ]
C2p . Since LM(ℓ3) = x32 > LM(ℓ1 f1), we have LM(ℓ3) =
LM(ℓ2 f2). Since LM(ℓ2) = x22, we have LM( f2) = x2. However, an immediate fact is that there
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is no element of F[V+k ]
C2p with this lead monomial. Therefore, {ℓ1, ℓ2,N(x2)} is not a regular
sequence in F[V+
k
]C2p .
Now we are ready to show that V−k /C2p is not Cohen-Macaulay. We define ℓ˜1 := ℓ
2
1, ℓ˜3 :=
ℓ1 · ℓ3 and N˜ := ℓ1 ·N(x2). By Lemma 2.8 we see that ℓ˜1, ℓ2, ℓ˜3, N˜ ∈ F[V
−
k ]
C2p . As ℓ˜1, ℓ2, N˜ are
algebraically independent over F, they could be a part of a homogenous system of parameters for
F[V−k ]
C2p . To show F[V−k ]
C2p is not Cohen-Macaulay, it suffices to show that {ℓ˜1, ℓ2, N˜} is not a
regular sequence in F[V−k ]
C2p . We have seen that ℓ3 ·N(x2)− ℓ
p+3
2
2 ∈ (ℓ1)F[V
+
k ]
C2p , so
ℓ˜3 · N˜− ℓ
p+3
2
2 · ℓ˜1 ∈ (ℓ˜1)F[V
−
k ]
C2p .
Namely, ℓ˜3 · N˜ ∈ (ℓ˜1, ℓ2)F[V
−
k ]
C2p . As in the previous paragraph, it is sufficient to show that ℓ˜3
is not in the ideal (ℓ˜1, ℓ2)F[V
−
k ]
C2p . Assume by way of contradiction that ℓ˜3 = ℓ˜1 · g1+ ℓ2 · g2
for g1,g2 ∈ F[V
−
k
]C2p . Note that F[V−
k
]C2p ⊆ F[V−
k
]Cp  F[V+
k
]Cp = F[V+
k
]C2p , so we could work
in F[V+k ]
Cp , which is factorial; see for example Campbell-Wehlau [6, Theorem 3.8.1]. Since
ℓ1 · ℓ3 = ℓ1 · ℓ1 ·g1+ ℓ2 ·g2, it follows that ℓ1 divides ℓ2 ·g2. As ℓ1 does not divide ℓ2, we see that
g2 must be divisible by ℓ1. Thus ℓ3 = ℓ1 · g1+ ℓ2 · g′2 for some g
′
2 ∈ F[V
+
k ]
P = F[V+k ]
C2p . This
contradicts with the fact that ℓ3 is not in the ideal (ℓ1, ℓ2)F[V
+
k ]
C2p . Therefore, F[V−k ]
C2p is not
Cohen-Macaulay, and the proof is completed. 
3. MODULAR QUOTIENT VARIETIES OF C2p(p> 2) IN CHARACTERISTIC 2
In this section we suppose p > 2, char(F) = 2, and C2p is generated by σ . It is well-known
that up to equivalence, there are only 2p indecomposable modular representations {Vi,Wi | 0 6
i 6 p− 1} of C2p, where dim(Vi) = 1 and dim(Wi) = 2 for all i. Moreover, suppose {1 =
ξ 0,ξ ,ξ 2, . . . ,ξ p−1} denotes the set of all roots of the polynomial X p− 1 = 0 in F. Then as a
C2p-representation, Vi corresponds to the group homomorphism defined by σ 7→ ξ i. Note that V0
is the trivial representation and these Vi are exactly all irreducible representations of C2p over F.
For 0 6 i 6 p−1,Wi corresponds to the group homomorphism defined by
σ 7→
(
ξ i 0
1 ξ i
)
;
see Alperin [1, pages 24–25] for details.
Proposition 3.1. Let p > char(F) = 2 be a prime and An
F
/C2p be a reduced Cohen-Macaulay
modular quotient variety. Then there exist a1, . . . ,ap−1 ∈ N and b,c ∈ {0,1} such that
A
n
F/C2p  (⊕
p−1
i=1 aiVi⊕bWk⊕ cWs)/C2p
where 0 6 k,s 6 p−1.
Proof. As a reduced modular representation ofC2p,AnF is isomorphic to (⊕
p−1
i=1 aiVi)⊕(⊕
p−1
j=0b jWi)
where ai,b j ∈ N. Let P be the Sylow 2-subgroup of C2p, generated by σ p. Since AnF/C2p is
Cohen-Macaulay, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that codim(An
F
)P 6 2, i.e., the rank of σ p− 1
is less than or equal to 2. Note that the rank of σ p− 1 on each Vi and Wj are zero and one
respectively. Hence, An
F
is isomorphic to ⊕p−1i=1 aiVi ⊕ bWk ⊕ cWs for some b,c ∈ {0,1} and
0 6 k,s 6 p−1, as desired. 
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The main purpose of this section is to study 2-dimensional reduced modular quotient varieties
A
2
F
/C2p and their singularities over F. By Proposition 3.1 we see thatA2F is isomorphic to either
Vi⊕Vj orWk for some 1 6 i, j 6 p−1 and 0 6 k 6 p−1. This leads us to calculate two families
of invariant rings F[Vi⊕Vj]C2p and F[Wk]C2p .
The following result due to Harris-Wehlau [16, Section 3] has already exhibited a minimal
generating set for the invariant ring F[Vi⊕Vj]C2p and all relations among this generating set.
Proposition 3.2. For any 1 6 i, j 6 p−1, there exists m ∈N+ such that the invariant ring F[Vi⊕
Vj]
C2p = F[x,y]Cp is minimally generated by {uk := xakybk | k= 1,2, . . . ,m} where p= a1 > a2 >
· · ·> am = 0 and 0= b1 < b2 < · · ·< bm = p. Moreover, let
pi : F[U1,U2, . . . ,Um]−→ F[x,y]
Cp , by Uk 7→ uk
be the standard, surjective F-algebra homomorphism, where F[U1,U2, . . . ,Um] denotes a polyno-
mial algebra. Then there exist
(
m−1
2
)
elements
{Rkt | 1 6 k, t 6 m and t− k > 2}
minimally generate ker(pi), where Rkt :=UkUt −Uk+1
∏t−1
s=k+1U
dkts
s for some dkts ∈ N
+.
Remark 3.3. The invariant ring F[Vi ⊕Vj]C2p is not necessarily a complete intersection. For
example, if p = 5, Magma calculation shows that F[V1⊕V2]C10 is minimally generated by four
elements {xy2,x3y,x5,y5}, subject to three relations {R13,R14,R24}. 
Remark 3.4. The invariant ring F[Vi⊕Vj]C2p is not necessarily Gorenstein in general. For exam-
ple, if p= 5, then the image ofC10 on V1⊕V2 consists of{(
1 0
0 1
)
,
(
ξ 0
0 ξ 2
)
,
(
ξ 2 0
0 ξ 4
)
,
(
ξ 3 0
0 ξ
)
,
(
ξ 4 0
0 ξ 3
)}
in which there are no reflections. Assume that F[V1⊕V2]C10 is Gorenstein. By Watanabe [29,
Theorem 1] we see that the image ofC10 on V1⊕V2 is contained in SL(2,F). This is a contradic-
tion. 
Recall that F[Vi⊕Vj]C2p is always Cohen-Macaulay; see Smith [27, Theorem 1.2]. The exam-
ple in Remark 3.4 leads us to consider when F[Vi⊕Vj]C2p is Gorenstein. Here we prove Theorem
1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. (=⇒) Assume by way of contradiction that i+ j , p. The matrix cor-
responding to the generator σ of C2p on Vi⊕Vj is
(
ξ i 0
0 ξ j
)
, which has determinate ξ i+ j , 1.
This indicates that the image of C2p on Vi⊕Vj is not contained in SL(2,F). By Watanabe [29,
Theorem 1], the fact that the image of C2p contains no reflections, together with the assumption
that F[Vi⊕Vj]C2p is Gorenstein, implies that it must be contained in SL(2,F). This contradiction
shows that i+ j = p. (⇐=) Assume that i+ j = p. Then det(σ) = ξ i+ j = ξ p = 1. Thus the
image of C2p is contained in SL(2,F). By Watanabe [28, Theorem 1] (or Braun [5, Theorem])
we see that F[Vi⊕Vj]C2p is Gorenstein. 
Now we consider the invariant ring F[Wk]C2p for k = 0,1, . . . , p−1. Clearly, the action of C2p
onW0 is not faithful, and actually, in this case, F[W0]C2p = F[x,y]C2 = F[x,xy+y2] is a polynomial
algebra. Note that the actions ofC2p onWk are faithful for k = 1,2, . . . , p−1.
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Fix k ∈ {1,2, . . . , p−1}. Suppose σ =
(
ξ k 0
1 ξ k
)
denotes a generator ofC2p onWk. Then σ p
generates a subgroup of C2p of order 2, say H. Further, we have seen that F[Wk]H = F[x,y]C2 =
F[h1,h2] is a polynomial algebra, where h1 := x and h2 := xy+ y2. Thus,
F[Wk]
C2p = (F[Wk]
H)Cp  F[h1,h2]
Cp
where Cp can be generated by τ :=
(
ξ 0
0 ξ
)
, i.e., τ(h1) = ξ−1 ·h1 and τ(h2) = ξ−2 ·h2. There-
fore, F[Wk]C2p  F[h1,h2]Cp  F[V1⊕V2]Cp  F[V1⊕V2]C2p.
Applying Proposition 3.2, we derive
Proposition 3.5. For 1 6 k 6 p− 1, there exists m ∈ N+ such that F[Wk]C2p = F[x,y]C2p is
minimally generated by { fi := h
ai
1 h
bi
2 | i = 1,2, . . . ,m} where p = a1 > a2 > · · · > am = 0 and
0= b1 < b2 < · · ·< bm = p. Moreover, let
pi : F[U1,U2, . . . ,Um]−→ F[x,y]
Cp , by Ui 7→ fi
be the standard, surjective F-algebra homomorphism, where F[U1,U2, . . . ,Um] denotes a polyno-
mial algebra. Then there exist
(
m−1
2
)
elements
{Ri j | 1 6 i, j 6 m and j− i > 2}
minimally generate ker(pi), where Ri j :=UiU j−Ui+1
∏ j−1
s= j+1U
di js
s for some di js ∈ N
+.
Example 3.6. For p= 3, the invariant ring F[Wk]C6 is minimally generated by
{ f1 = x
3, f2 = x
2y+ xy2, f3 = (xy+ y
2)3}
subject to one relation: f 32 + f1 f3 = 0. Thus F[Wk]
C6 is a hypersurface. 
Remark 3.7. By Remarks 3.3 and 3.4 we see that F[Wk]C2p is not necessarily a complete inter-
section or Gorenstein. Further, it follows from Theorem 1.4 that F[Wk]C2p is never Gorenstein
unless p= 3. 
4. WILD MCKAY CORRESPONDENCE
In this last section we will show that Problem 1.1 have a negative answer for the modular cases
ofC2p if the condition that “G is a small subgroup” was dropped.
To begin with, we first recall the definition of the Grothendieck ring of varieties.
Definition 4.1. Let VarF be the set of isomorphism classes of F-varieties. The Grothendieck
ring of varieties over F, written K0(VarF), is the abelian group generated by [Y ] ∈ VarF subject
to the following relation: If Z is a closed subvariety of Y , then [Y ] = [Y\Z] + [Z]. It has a ring
structure where the product is defined by [Y ] · [Z] := [Y ×Z]. We denote by L the class [A1
F
] of
the affine line.
The McKay correspondence has many versions for different subjects of study in the literature.
Let’s recall the version of Batyrev [2] in terms of stringy invariants and over C. Suppose G is
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a finite subgroup of SLn(C) and X denotes the associated quotient variety AnC/G. The McKay
correspondence reveals the following equality in a certain modification of K0(VarC):
(2) Mst(X) =
∑
g∈Conj(G)
L
age(g),
whereMst(X) denotes the stringy motivic invariant of X defined by a resolution, Conj(G) denotes
the set of conjugacy classes of G and age(g) denotes the age of g. Here we note that age(g)
is determined by eigenvalues of elements in g and thus it is independent of the choice of the
representative in g. Moreover, if Y −→ X is a crepant resolution, then Mst(X) = [Y ]; see Reid
[21] for the details. Without using resolutions of X , Denef and Loeser [11] also redefinedMst(X)
by the theory of motivic integration over the arc space of X , which is workable not only over C
but also over arbitrary algebraic closed fields. Yasuda [30] conjectured and proved for the case
of Cp that the right hand side of (2) could be changed to some integration over the moduli space
of G-covers. As a consequence, Problem 1.1 has positive answer for the case ofCp.
To calculate the element [Y ] in the Grothendieck ring, we need the following result whose
proof can be found in Hartmann [14, Proposition 6.2].
Proposition 4.2. Let G be a finite abelian group with quotient G −→ Γ. Let k be a field of
characteristic p, q be the greatest divisor of |G| prime to p, and let K/k be a Galois extension
with Galois group Γ. Assume that the Galois action on K lifts to a k-linear action of G on a finite
dimensional K-vector space V . If k contains all q-th roots of unity, then
[V/G] = LdimKVk ∈ K0(Vark).
We conclude this paper with the following answer to Problem 1.1 provided that the condition
that “G is a small subgroup” was dropped.
An Example Attached to Problem 1.1. Let’s go back to Example 3.6 where we take the ground
field F to be an algebraic closed field of characteristic 2, which contains all third roots of unity.
We observe that the origin is the unique singular locus in the quotient variety. Blowing up
of the origin, we derive a crepant resolution Y −→ X . The exceptional set is a simple normal
crossing divisor with two irreducible components, say E1 ∪E2, where both E1 and E2 are P1F.
Hence,
[Y ] = [Y\{E1∪E2}]+ [E1∪E2]
= [X\{0}]+2(L+1)−1
= [X ]+2L
= L2+2L,
where the last equality follows from Proposition 4.2. Therefore, the Euler characteristic of Y is
equal to 3 while the the cardinality of the conjugacy classes ofC6 is 6. This shows that Problem
1.1 fails to be valid for the case ofC6. 
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